SVE Tennis Club - Code of Conduct
When at the SVE Courts and Facility

The SVE Tennis Club’s Mission Statement: Provide a fun, healthy environment through organized tennis programs that promote instruction, recreation, recruitment and social activities to encourage individual and Club growth.

The SVE Vision Statement: Fun, Fitness and Friendship through tennis.

It is essential that members and volunteers, in promoting this mission and vision model good behavior, lead by example, display respect and show self-control.

Every person involved in SVE tennis (both member and non-member participant, volunteer, or spectator) will be expected to follow these guidelines:

1. I will exhibit sportsmanlike conduct and encourage others to do so.

2. I will not engage in any behaviour that would endanger the health, safety or wellbeing of others.

3. I will not engage in the use of profanity or rude behavior.

4. I will treat others with kindness and respect.

5. I will exhibit fairness and honesty both on and off the courts.
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